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Introduction

The main object of the mathematical theory developed in this paper is the an-

alysis of the propagation of electrical waves over a conductor represented in Fig.

3, § III, below. This conductor consists of a loop of wire Lx ■ • ■ Lk+X of length

21 in which there are, at equidistant points, the so-called reactance points, a cer-

tain number of equal coils interposed dividing the loop into a number of equal

parts, called the interstices of the loop. These coils may have condensers in

series with them or they may have secondary circuits with condensers. The

propagation of electrical waves over a periodically loaded loop of this kind is

compared with that over a uniform loop having the same total inductance, resist-

ance, and capacity. This uniform loop is called the corresponding uniform con-

ductor of the periodically loaded loop.

A similar problem in mechanics is that of the forced and free vibrations of a

periodically loaded heavy, flexible, inextensible string of finite length taking

frictional resistances into account. To my knowledge, neither the electrical

problem nor its corresponding mechanical problem has been investigated be-

fore.

It will be observed in the course of this paper that a study of the propagation

of electrical waves over a periodically loaded conductor of this kind suggests

forcibly an electromagnetic theory of emission and absorption of light by molecu-

lar complexes, which on account of the physical conception underlying it, if for

no other reason, possesses many attractive features. In this theory the ether

and the material ions imbedded in it correspond to the uniform wire and the re-

actance points considered in this paper. These matters, however, are of a more

or less speculative character and have, therefore, no place here. But it should

be noted that the physical problem discussed here was first suggested by specu-

lations of this kind. It can be stated as follows : Under what conditions will

the non-uniform conductor represented in Fig. 3 be approximately equivalent to

its corresponding uniform conductor ?    Or, to be more precise : For what fre-
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quency will an electrical wave have approximately the same wave-length and the

same damping or attenuation constant on one conductor as on the other ?

The mathematical theory developed here gives a definite answer to this ques-

tion. This answer can be stated in a few words and for that purpose it is de-

sirable to introduce here a new technical term, the so-called angular distance of

the interstices, that is, of the interval between consecutive reactance points.

This interval is at any given frequency a definite fraction of the wave-length cor-

responding to that frequency. Let this fraction be <$> '•Itr ; then $ is the angular

distances of the interstices. The angular distance of a wave-length is, of course,

2ir . The general rule expressing the conditions of equivalence of a non-uniform

conductor to its corresponding uniform conductor can now be expressed as fol-

lows : For any given frequency a non-uniform conductor of the second type is

equivalent to its corresponding uniform conductor as nearly as sin cp/2 is to <f>/2 .

The higher the frequency the less resemblance will there be between a given

non-uniform conductor and its corresponding uniform conductor. Conversely,

if this resemblance is sufficiently close for a given frequency it will be closer for

all lower frequencies. When the half wave-length under consideration becomes

smaller than the interstices, then the resemblance, as far as that wave-length and

all shorter wave-lengths are concerned, ceases altogether.

A brief summary of this paper will now be given.

The main object of this research is the solution of the problem of § HI.

This solution depends on the solution of the problem of § II, and this again is

moulded after the pattern of the solution of the problem of § I.

In § I the wave propagation over a uniform wire conductor represented in

Fig. 1 is discussed. The effect of the transmitting apparatus A and of the re-

ceiving apparatus B is taken into account. Equation (5) is the most general

solution of this case. The propagation of waves of both forced and free periods

is easily deduced from it. This particular form of the general solution is new

and it was selected because it is best suited for comparing the propagation of

waves over the non-uniform conductors of §§ II and III with that over their cor-

responding uniform conductors.

In § II the wave propagation over a non-uniform conductor of the first type

represented in Fig. 2 is discussed. This conductor consists of a certain num-

ber of equal coils Lx, • • •, Ln which are connected in series. A certain number

of equal condensers, one at each juncture between two consecutive coils, connect

this conductor to ground. A transmitting apparatus A and a receiving appa-

ratus B are present. The general solution of this problem, equation (6a), is

moulded after the pattern of equation (5) of § I. Both forced and free oscilla-

tions on a conductor of this kind are considered, and the conditions under which

it becomes equivalent to its corresponding uniform conductor are worked out at

considerable length.    The problem of this section and its solution are both new.
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The problem of § III can, from a purely mathematical point of view, be stated

as follows : Find the integral of the following partial differential equation :

Tdhj _i_ t? <hj - 1 d%y
^ dt2  +   £ dt - C ds2 '

and determine it in such a way as to satisfy k -\- 2 boundary conditions, deter-

mine also the conditions under which this integral will be equivalent to the

integral represented in equation (5), § I.

Equation (2) represents the most general solution, and the constants

,t, , x2, ■ • ■, xk+2 have to be determined ¿rom the k -\- 2 boundary conditions.

The principal mathematical difficulty here reduces itself then to the proper math-

ematical formulation of these boundary conditions so as to obtain a system of

equations which can be readily solved. Such a system is system (3) of this sec-

tion. It is of the same form as system (6) of § II, the solution of which was ob-

tained in that section. Equations (4) and (5) are thus obtained. Equation (5)

is the most general solution, and when this equation becomes very nearly the

same as equation (5) of § I then the non-uniform conductor of this section be-

comes equivalent to its corresponding uniform conductor. This equivalence

cannot be decided without a careful study of the wave-lengths and of the damping

constants of waves of different periods. This study is recorded in the remain-

ing portion of this section.    This section is also entirely new.

The work given in § I and a portion of that given in § II, together with a

description of experimental investigations bearing upon the same, were published

in vol. XVI of the Transactions of the American. Institute of

Electrical Engineers for 1899. Additional experimental investigations

bearing upon the principal problem, that is the problem of § III, will be pub-

lished in the near future.

§ I.    Wave Propagation along a uniform linear Conductor.

A.    Waves of forced period.

The conductor is a loop of wire AB (Fig. 1). At one point of the loop is a

transmitting apparatus A, at the opposite point is a receiving apparatus B.

The distance between A and B is I, equal to one-half the length of the whole

loop.    The distance of any element ds from A is s .

Fig. 1
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Let L , R, and C, denote the inductance, resistance, and capacity, respectively,

per unit length.    Let y be the current at any point s.    Then

(1)
dy
df

L"42 +R
dy
dt

ld2y

C ~ds2

is the well known equation of propagation.

To formulate the two boundary conditions, one at the receiving and the

other at the transmitting apparatus, let L0, R0, Cu, and X,, Rx, Cx, re-

spectively be the inductance, resistance, capacity, of the transmitting and of the

receiving apparatus. Each contains a condenser in series with its inductance

and resistance. Let the e. m. f. impressed by A be of type Ee'pt. The boun-

dary equations can now be expressed as follows :

(2)

where

-^£)„r{D'-kA- at transmitting apparatus ,

at receiving apparatus,

D0=ipC0E¿**,

K = Of -p\ + ipR0),        K = Ci -p\ + ipRx),

K = La
1

¥<3f \-Li    2?C-

The physical character of the problem suggests the following solution :

(3) V = KX cos (ig + K2 sin /*£,

where f = I — s , and Kx and X2 are proportional to eipt.

Equation (1) is satisfied for all values of Kx and K2 if

From this we get

(4)

C(-p2L + ipR) = - At2 = - (a + iß)2

a = ^¡pC{s/p2L2 + R2 +pL},

ß = ^¡ípC{x/p2L2 +R2-pL)

When pL is large in comparison with R,

a = pVLC,       /3 = f<J¿.*

* Observe that in the case of a twin conductor where the mutual capacity is large in compar-

ison with the capacity of each conductor to earth we must use 2R and 2L in place of R and L.
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The boundary equations will be satisfied if

K - ^ K - *£•-rLi —   F   '        -"-2 —   F t

where

F = (h0hx — Apß) sin fil + 2p,(hQ + hx) cos pi.

Hence (3) can now be written

\ il   flno   il C _1_   A     Gin    ill-(5) 2/ = (2/* cos p% 4- Ä, sin té)   °.

When Ä0 = \ = 0 ,

(5a) = _ Z>0 cos té

\ ' y 2fi sin //.Z'

Equation (5) is a complete solution for the propagation of waves of forced

period. It represents simple harmonic damped waves. The most essential ele-

ments which enter into the description of such waves are the wave-length X and

the damping or attenuation factor. These can easily be calculated. Since

p, = a + iß, we shall have X = 27r/a ; the attenuation factor is e_3f.

It is evident that ß diminishes as L increases. A high reactance per unit

length means small attenuation and a slow speed of propagation.

B.   Waves with a natural period.

Free oscillations are readily calculated for a few special cases. Equation (5)

is a general solution for free oscillations also, provided, however, that p, has

such a value as to make F = 0 , since D0 = 0 ; that is, we must have

(6) (h0hx — 4/u,2) sin pi 4 2p,(ha + hx) cos pi = 0 ;

but, of course, in this case,

*, = k C(k\ + P0),       hx = k C(k\ + BX),       - p.2 = k C(kL + B).

Equation (6) is a transcendental equation and can be readily solved in a few

simple cases.

Case 1.—The transmitting and receiving apparatus are not present.

In this case h = hx = 0 .    Equation (6) reduces to

sin pi = 0 .

Therefore

p, = sir/l,

where s can have any integral value from 1 to   co.    The periods of free oscil-

lation are calculated from the equation :
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- p2 = k2LC+kRC = - -p

Therefore

R        .—T       1   sV      R2 R      .,
h —_4- s/ _1 -_     -I- il-

2L SIC l2       4Z2_      2L        '

There is, therefore, an infinite number of periods which are harmonically

related to each other unless the damping constant R2L is not negligibly small

in comparison with tt2/12L C.

The most general solution of this case can be written :

-m °° /sir   \
(7) y=e -L£ A cos y j ÇJ cos (kt - ej .

The wave-lengths are 2l\\ , 21/2 , 2Z/3 , • ■ •, 21; s

Case 2.—The transmitting apparatus is not present and in place of the re"

ceiving apparatus there is a break in the wire.

In this case Afl = 0, hx = oo .    Equation (6) reduces to

cos pi = 0 .

Therefore
_ 2s 4-1 7T

fl=~T~ 2'

R      .   i   1   (2s + üiry      R2 R

2Láz%SLC\    I     2)    ~ AL2~~ 21 +    2'+ ' '

--<" /2s + 17T   \
(8) y = e -''  X) ¿is+1 sin ( —j— 2 ^ ) eos (^.<+ i - e*+1) •

The wave-lengths are 4Z/1, 4Z/3 , 4Z/5, • • •.

The damping factor is in both cases the same for all frequencies ; hence the

color of the complex harmonic vibration remains unchanged during the whole

epoch while the vibrations last.

§ II.    Electrical Oscillations on a non-uniform Conductor of

the first Type.

The conductor consists of 2n equal coils, Lx, L.,, • • •, Ln (Fig. 2) connected in

series so as to form a closed loop. At one point A of this loop is an alternator, at

the opposite point is a receiving apparatus B . At equal distances 2(n — 1) equal

condensers, C,, • • •, CB_,, connect the conductor to ground.    The whole loop
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is thus divided into 2» — 2 component circuits, 1, 2 , • • •, 2ra — 2 . It is evident

that in the limit when n becomes infinitely large, this conductor becomes an or-

dinary telegraph or telephone line with uniformly distributed resistance, capacity,

and inductance. The question now arises : Under what conditions will a con-

ductor of this kind become equivalent, with sufficient approximation, to a uni-

form line, even ivhen n is not infinitely large ? This problem does not seem to

have been solved before. In its main features it is similar to that which

Lagrange solved in his Mécanique Analytique, pt. II, sec. VI, the prob-

lem, namely, of the free vibrations of   a  weightless  string, [fixed at its two

c,

G G

-i 4j

ends, and loaded at equidistant points by equal weights. But it is much more

general because frictional resistances are taken into consideration, and also be-

cause forced as well as free oscillations are considered.

Let L0 and El, R0 and Rx, C0 and C, be the inductance, ohmic resistance,

capacity of A and B , respectively. Let L , R , C be the corresponding quan-

tities of the coils and condensers in the several component circuits.

The real part of Ee''" is the e. m. f. impressed by alternator A .

Let xx, • • ■, xn be the currents in the component circuits ; Px, ■ ■ ■, Pn_x the

differences of potential in the line condensers, Cx, C2, ■ • • , Cu_x ; Pu and P'

the differences of potential in the condensers in A and B respectively ; and

^, • • ■, £   j the condenser currents.

We shall have

(1)

t _ cdpi   ï - cdI>2
^-LHt>   l2~Lfff

. ?i = Xi        x-ii    Ç-z = ,r2       X3 )

A. Forced oscillations.

Stating the law of equality of action and reaction for each component circuit,

we obtain the following n differential equations :
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(2)

(j'y*
(A + 2A 3? + 0», + 2Ä) ̂  + 2A 4- P0 = JSfe*

i%^4i?xi_14-P^-P„_2 = 0,

^ +2L^ w + (A +2 R)». - 2P»-i + F' = °

When the steady state has been reached, the currents will be, just like the

impressed e. m. f., simple harmonics of the time t, that is,

(3) xx = Axeil",    x2 = A2ël" , ■ ■ •,

where Ax, A2, ■ ■ ■ are complex quantities.

Differentiating each member of (2) and substituting from (3) and (1) we

obtain :

' hxx    4 ^    - 0     = D ,

hx2    +{,    -f,    =0,

(4)

l'hère

hxn_x 4 £„_, - £„_2 = 0 ,

_ Ax„    4 0     - £,_, = - fc^ ,

h = C( -/£ 4 ¿p#),        A, = i- C( -/X, 4 ¿pi^,

(5) D = \ ipCEé»> -iC(-p\ + ipR0) = D0- h0xx,

\ = I\¡~ n2p  t      \ ■= -L/i — ~Jfy  •
F wo I' ^ \

Another form is obtained by substituting for £x, £2,  • • ■ as follows :

(h + l)xx    4-0     - x2 = D = Du - hfa ,

(h+2)x2    -

(6)

-*3 = 0

(h + 2)xn_x-xn_2-xn=0 ,

(h + l)xn   -xn_t-0 =-Alx„.
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Equation (3) of § I suggests the following solution :

(6a) xm = Kx cos 2{n — m) 0 + K2 sin 2(n — m)6 .

If h + 2 = 2 cos 2#, then all the equations except the first and the last will

be satisfied for all values of X and K,. These two equations, which corres-

pond to the boundary equations of § I, will be also satisfied if we assign to Kx

and K2 suitable values, as follows :

jr _ (*i-1)+ cos2g 7T

sin 20

K=_ £>osin20

1     hjix sin 2(» - 1)0 - 4 sin2 0 sin 2f»0 + 2(A0 + A,) sin 0 cos (2ra - 1)6» "

We can now write

_« [2 sin 0 cos (2>i-2m+1)0+A, sin 2(m--m)0]Z>ü_

^ ' X'n ~ h^hxlim2(ñ^TJ0 — 4 sin2 einfand ^p2jh^hx)$m~0lñs(2n - 1)0 '

As 6 is a complex angle, the forced oscillations of type  e'pt on a non-uniform

conductor of this kind are simple harmonic damped oscillations.    The similarity

between this conductor and a uniform wire will be discussed presently.

When 7¿0 = 7¿, = 0 we obtain

D0 cos (2» - 2m + 1)0

(   ' "-= 2 sin 0 sin 2nB    ~ '

B. Free oscillations.

Equation (7) holds for free as well as for forced oscillations. But since

Z>0 = 0 in the-case of free oscillations, it follows that the denominator of (7)

must vanish to prevent the vanishing of all currents.    We shall therefore have

(8) y¿, sin (2» - 2)0 - 4 sin2 0 sin 2n0 + 2(A„ + hx) sin 0 cos (2ra - 1)0 = 0.

From this equation, 0 and the corresponding periods and damping constants

have to be determined. A solution can be readily obtained for a small number

of cases ; the two most important will be considered here.

First case. The transmitting and the receiving apparatus are not present.

In this case h = 7¿, = 0 , and

(9) xm = B cos (2w - 2m + 1)0 .

It is found from (8) that (9) is actually the solution of the differential equa-

tions (6) for /¿0 = 7¿, = D0 = 0 , provided that
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SIT

0 = 2n'

where s is any integer from 1 to 2n.

Hence the most general solution will be :

S7T

(10) xm = £ B, cos (2n- 2m + 1) ^ .

But it should be observed now that xm is a periodic function of the time, that is,

se  =s T XeV.

The constant jjb, which measures the period and the damping constant of the

free oscillation, is determined from the relation :

h = - 4 sin2 0 .

In the case of free oscillations,

h=p*LC+pRC,   e=s¿,
Hence

(11) p2eLC + pRC=-a sm2l^.

Before solving this equation, it is desirable to make the following substitu-

tions :—

Let L',   C,  and R' be the total inductance, capacity, and resistance, re-

spectively, of one-half of the conductor, then

L=L',        C-—,        R = ^.
n n n

Let I denote the half length of a uniform wire having a , r, and c , for inductance,

resistance, and capacity per unit length, and let it have the same total induc-

tance, resistance, and capacity as the non-uniform conductor.    Since

l<r = L',    It = R,    lc= C ,
we shall have

LJ-a,   C = ^,   B-£.
n n n

This uniform wire having the same total inductance, resistance, and capacity as

the non-uniform conductor, will be called the corresponding uniform conductor.

From (11) we obtain

12 Í    ■>        , \ A    ■   2 S7r
-2KP-™ + per) = - 4 sin2 ^,
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whence

r .—i    fl 4ri
^=-2x±v/-N<rcF

Equation (10) now becomes :

in2   . . sir      r2 r

2n     4X2 2X

it   -•'■ sir
(12) xm = e - Y,Ah cos (2n - 2m + 1) - cos (kst - e„).

s=l z,/t

It is clear that the oscillations on the non-uniform conductor of the first type

have the same damping constant as the oscillations on the corresponding uniform

conductor. It will be shown presently that under certain conditions they will

also have the longer periods, up to a certain limit, very nearly the same as the

corresponding uniform conductor. For these periods, then, the non-uniform

conductor will be equivalent to its corresrjonding uniform conductor.

Second case.    The transmitting apparatus is not present, and in place of the

receiving apparatus there is a break in the line at B.

In this case h{) = 0 , hx = oo.    Equation (9) gives :

xm = B sin (2n — m + 2)6,
provided that

cos (2n -1)6=0 ,
or

ft _ 2s + 1 "■" 2« - 1 2"

We shall have, therefore,

r        .    11 in2   .  2 2s + 17T       r^ r

P-z.,+ 1 = - 2<7 ± ' \Xc I2   Sln" 2» - 1 2\~ 4X2 = ~ 2 o- ± ¿ 2s+1 *

Hence
_r¿   -« 2s 4  1 7T

(13) a. = e 2" g^-fc+i sin (2w - 2™ + 2) 2ft _-1 2 cos (¿2s+1« - €2s+1).

The remark in the preceding case regarding the damping constant and the free

periods also applies here.

The loave-lengths of free oscillations. — The angles sir / 2n and

(2s 4 1)tt/2(2?i — 1) have an interesting physical meaning which will be

brought out by considering the wave-lengths of the oscillations. Consider one

of the component harmonics of xm in Case I, say

|mi t = At cos (2?i — 2m 4 1) „   cos (kt — ej .

Compare it with the corresponding component of xm , that is, with

P       = A  cos (2?i — 2m. 4 1) =- cos (kt — e) .
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If they are a wave-length apart, fm , = f m , and m, — m is equal to the num-

ber of coils covered by one wave-length.    But in this case,

STT STT

(2n-2m+l)2ii=(2n-2ml)2n + 2Tr;

therefore 9,,
¿ill

m, — m =        = v .i g

Hence va is the number of coils covered by a wave-length which corresponds to

the harmonic s . It can be shown that, in the second case, 2(2«, — l)/2s + 1 = va.

For stt¡2)i and (2s + 1)71-/2(2« — 1) we can, therefore, write ir¡va= 2irj2vt.

The physical meaning of 2tt¡vs can now be readily fixed. A coil represents a

definite fraction of a wave-length, and this fraction will have a different value for

different harmonics. The higher the harmonic the shorter will be the wave-

length and therefore, the larger will be the value of this fraction. It is con-

venient, however, to measure this fraction in terms of an angle instead of in

terms of a wave-length. If we arbitrarily assume that an angular distance 2ir

corresponds to a wave-length then an angular distance 27r/ra will correspond to

the nth part of a wave-length.    With this understanding,

sirßn and (2s + l)7r/2(2ra - 1),

that is 2^/2^ represents one half of the angular distance covered by a coil.

C.    A  non-uniform conductor of the first type compared

with its corresponding uniform vñre.

a. Similarity with respect to free oscillations.—Comparing the expressions

for the free periods of oscillation which were obtained in sections I and II we

see that as long as ir/i> can be written for sin ir/v¡, so long will the periods of

free oscillations of the non-uniform conductor be nearly the same as those of its

corresponding uniform conductor. We have therefore the simple rule : A non-

uniform conductor of the first type represents its corresponding uniform con-

ductor as nearly as one half of the angular distance covered by one of its coils

represents the sine of that distance. The non-uniform conductor employed by

me* in my experiments had 400 coils.    In this case

7T STT

ff = 400'

For s = 25 , we have *rr/vs = tt/16 . Now sin 7r/16 differs from 717I6 by | of one

per cent of the value of tt/16 .    Hence the period of the 25th harmonic of my non-

* See paper cited in the introduction.
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uniform conductor differs from that of the same harmonic on the corresponding

uniform wire by less than | of one per cent. For lower harmonics the difference

is smaller. The 25th harmonic had approximately 3,500 p. p. s. Hence up to

the 25th harmonic, that is up to 3,500 p. p. s., the non-uniform conductor em-

ployed by me had nearly the same free periods as its corresponding uniform con-

ductor.

b. Similarity with respect to forced oscillations.—The wave-length and the

attenuation constant corresponding to a given frequency speed p can be studied

by studying the angle 6 from the following equation :

I2
- 4 sin2 6s = -p2LC+ ipßC= -2 [ -p\pC + iprC]

or i

sin 6s = I- - (« + ißt),

where p, C, and r , are the inductance, capacity, and resistance, respectively,

per unit length of the corresponding uniform conductor ; and ¡i , as, and ßs

have the same meanings as in § I.

Referring now to equation (4), § I, we shall find that

«» = &•

If, therefore, laJ2n is sufficiently small we can put

When this substitution is made in (7) and (7a) these equations will transform

into (5) and (5a) of § I, which shows that under these conditions the non-uniform

conductor of the first type becomes approximately equivalent to its correspond-

ing uniform conductor, the degree of approximation being the same as that of

sin 6 to 6 .

The physical meaning of this can readily be made clear. If by Xv we denote

the wave-length on the corresponding uniform conductor, corresponding to the

frequency speed ps, then according to § I,

2ir       I 12 77
a  = -r— , a = —r—

"       X        n   '      n X

Let n be the number of coils on the non-uniform  conductor which cover a
.1

wave-length of frequency speed pt, and let </>a be the angular distance covered by

a coil, then
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Again

n : nt : : I : \t,
or

2tt     ,
n :   .    :: / : X .

Hence
I2ir      I
— -r— = — a  = ó .
nXs      n   "      r«

The substitution mentioned above will therefore be permissible when 1 d>s

(that is, one-half of the angular distance covered by a coil) is approximately

equal to sin o5./2 . We have here the same rule as in the case of free oscilla-

tions. It will be shown in § III that this rule is also applicable to non-uniform

conductors of the second type, for waves of both forced and free periods.

§ III.  Wave Propagation along a non-uniform Conductor of the

second Type.

A.   Traces of forced periods.

The conductor is represented in the diagram of Fig. 3.    A long uniform wire

forms a loop Lx • ■ ■ Lk+2.    At equal intervals are inserted in series 2k -\- 2 equal

L.

iïi

-mm—wm-m=y
J*-4>î

ni iüj
T-^-JW=i-AlrV*=I--T

i2 L3 ijri-i

Fig. S

coils Lx, L2, ■ ■ ■. To make'the discussion more general, let each coil have a con-

denser of capacity C„ in series with it.

Let L , R, and C, represent the inductance, resistance and capacity, respec-

tively, per unit length of the uniform wire. Let an e. m. f. of type Ee'1" be

impressed at Ix. Employing the usual notation we shall have the following

equation of propagation at every point of the uniform wire :

m Td'2y 4 7?dy - ld2y
t1) Ldi2  +Mdt~ Cds*>

the same as in § I, but here the integral has to satisfy 2k + 2 boundary con-

ditions, one at each coil. On account of the symmetry of distribution of the

coils on the two sides of the loop this number is reduced to k 4 2 .
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To formulate these boundary conditions introduce the following notation :

Let 21 be the length of the loop ; l/(k + 1) will be the distance between two

consecutive  coils.    Let L0,  R0, and   C0, be the inductance, resistance, and

capacity, respectively, of each coil.    Let ym be the current at any point of the

interval between the coils L    and L  ,,.    Denote the  distance of this point
m m-T 1 L

from coil Lm by £.

The currents in the coils will be denoted by xx, x2,  ■ ■ ■, xk+1, xk+2.    It is

evident that

Wi=l =  \!/m-l)l=II  fc+l'l = Xm '

The boundary conditions for all coils except Lx and Lk+2 can now be stated.

They are :

(%1.-d"L - -<*-**.+**".-- K.
where

1
\= L»-fFC¿

There are k equations of this form.    The boundary equations for the first

and the last coil are of the following forms :

_ 2 ( ̂  J      = ip CEëp' - hxx = D-hxx

for the first coil, and

2(%A      --/,=,,,,
\    "S   /(=ll(k+\)

for the last coil.

Equation (3) of  § I and equation (6a) of § II suggest the following trial

solution :

(la) ym = Kx cos ¡x% + K% sin /¿|,

where p, has the same value as in § I.

When | = 0, ym becomes xm , and when £ = l/(k + 1), ym becomes xm+x.

Hence

-, „ P-l Jr   .       v-l
x   = A,,    x  ,, = A. cos ,      ., + A, sin ^——., .1 '       m+1 i        ¿- + 1 ^      2        7¿ + 1

Therefore

x» sin ̂ (rXÎ - 0 + "Wi sin ̂

s,"i + i

We have now to determine the k + 2 constants a?,, S!2, • • •, ic/+2 from the k + 2

boundary equations.
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Begin with the boundary equation at the coil Lx :

r*(r+i ~ O + Xm+lC0S^
dym      ^}-»mC

si -
sin

Therefore

pi

k+1

-2(IL-2(».«»fTi-^rV-^-fa

Let

¿4 1

sin
pi

— A-4 sin21 g—-T-,
p. ¿ k + \

the boundary equations can then be written :

sin
pi

A + l n

(3)

[July

p        O"
(<r 4 l).rI — 0— x2 = g 4- g ^i >

(a 4 2)^-^-^ = 0,

(o- 4 2)x3 ~x2-xt = 0 ,

(°" + 2K, -xM_x - xm+ , = 0 ,

(o- + 2)xi+1 — xk — xk+, = 0 ,

O"

(°" + 1)95* + 2 — ax-+ 1        " = 9 *£ + 2 •

This system is of the same form as system (6) of §11.    Equation (7) of that

section enables us to write down the solution of (3).

Let
cr + 2 = 2 cos 2-v/r ;

then xm, y   have the respective values :

(4)

(5)

pi
D sin r-* cos 2 (k — m + 2)yjr

2/i sin 2i/r sin 2 (¿ 4- 1)^      '

cos 2(k — m + 2)i/r sin p. I =—   ■ _ £ 1 4. cos2(& -w-fljf sin/t£ |Z>

2/x sin-2-^ sin 2(& 4 l)i/r
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These statements give the complete mathematical representation of waves of

forced period on a conductor of this kind. The angles -v/r and p. are, of course,

complex ; hence, in order to calculate from these equations in any particular

case the principal quantities with which we are concerned in wave propagation,

namely, the wave-length and the attenuation constant, it would be necessary to

study separately the real and the imaginary parts of these equations. This study

in its broadest aspect presents considerable mathematical complexity. It is,

however, somewhat remote from the principal aim of this paper which is to as-

certain the conditions under which a non-uniform conductor of the second type

is approximately equivalent to its corresponding uniform conductor, that is, to

ascertain the frequencies for which the two will have approximately the same

wave-lengths and the same attenuation constants.

Equivalence of a non-uniform conductor of the second type

to its corresponding uniform conductor.

The solution of this problem is obtained by studying the following equation :

7     •        I1?
h  sin t--r ?* A' + 1 pi

—^-   - + 2 cos £-|-j = 2 cos 2fs,

or

,    .       &l
ha sin v — 1 ,

/i;+1_4shr.i r^S=-4sin2^.
p, - k + 1 ' '

The subscript s denotes that the  particular frequency speed ps is  considered,

and

ft = as + t/3<,     a( = /Ss.

If X is the wave-length corresponding to pt on the uniform wire before the intro-

duction of the reactance points, then

I I     2tt

h + 1   - ~ k + 1 \ *

Let 0 be the angular distance between two consecutive coils for wave-length Xt :

then

27r : \ '-I 0. - k+l ''

therefore
I     2tt_      l__

»    F+lX * k+la'-

Trans. Am. Math. Soe.  19
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Hence if 6x is so small that sin 6g = 6s very nearly, then

i        (   i   y

F^^-U + ïJ^-481112^'
or

where p and r are the inductance and resistance, respectively, per unit length of

the inserted coils, so that p -\- L and r -\- R, are the inductance and resistance

respectively, of the corresponding uniform conductor. This last equation can

also be written :

I 77_jn « + <£) = sin "f. •

In this case also a' =Ë ß[ .

Let X' be the wave-length for frequency speed p^ on the corresponding uniform

conductor.    Then

,       2tt
a»=x'-

Put <£' = la'Jfk 4 1) ; then oV is the angular distance between two consecu-

tive coils, the angular distance of X' being 27r.

If, therefore, i<f>[ is so small that sin -içV = |^>' very nearly, then

very nearly.

Making this substitution in (4) we obtain equation (5a) of § I. The equation

of wave propagation for a non-uniform conductor of the second type is, under

these conditions, the same as that for its corresponding uniform conductor.

The two will have approximately the same wave-length and the same attenuation

constant for the frequency speed p>, •

The degree of approximation is the same as that of sin yjrJ2 to ^¡rJ2 .

A numerical example will illustrate this point more clearly.

Consider a uniform telegraph wire having the following constants per  mile :

L = .004 Henry,

R = 7 Ohm,

C = .01 x 10-'; Farads .

Introduce at each mile a coil having

Lx = .036 Henry ,

R = 1 Ohm .
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The non-uniform conductor thus obtained will have for its corresponding uni-

form conductor a uniform wire having, per mile,

L + Lx = .04 Henry,

R + El = 8 Ohm ,

C= .01 x 10-° Farads.

For a frequency of 1500 p. p. s. we shall have^ = 27r x 1500.

The wave-length X' on the corresponding uniform conductor for this frequency

is very nearly

X' = 33 miles.

Hence, since the interposed coils are one mile apart, we shall have

sin i<£' = sin 3^ .

Now sin 77733 = 7T/33 to within -*- of one per cent of the value of 7r/33 . Up

to this degree of approximation the non-uniform conductor just described will

have the same wave-length and the same attenuation constant as its corres-

ponding uniform conductor. For lower frequencies the degree of approxima-

tion will be much higher ; hence for all frequencies which are of any importance

in the telephonic transmission of speech the two conductors are equivalent.

B. Waves of free period.

Equation (4) holds for all values of D ; it should therefore hold good when

D = 0 . In this case, however, all the currents will vanish unless the denom-

inator vanishes, that is, unless

(4«) sin 2-«/r sin 2(k + l)-f = 0 .

This transcendental equation together with the equation :

h ul ul
(ib) - sin r'—r + 2 cos 7-^-, = 2 cos 2-úr ,
y   ' p.      k +1 A; + 1 T

determines the free periods and their corresponding damping constants.

Equation (4a) will be satisfied when

í"7r

*=2(¿ + 17'

where r is any integer from 0 to 00.

When r = s(k + 1) we shall have not only sin 2 (A + l)^ = 0 , but also

sin 2t]t = 0 .
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These particular values of -v/r give a set of free oscillations which form a dis-

tinct group, called further below the oscillations of normal period.

Equation (46) should therefore be written :

t     .       A41
h  sin j—=—= ,

* + 1 /* ' i""'
(4c)-(- 2 cos ~-f-^ = 2 cos

fir k + 1 k + 1

This equation will be referred to as the period, equation.

It should be observed that

- A = C(v2 L + vr R),     h. = C(v2X0 + vr R0).

An inspection of (5) shows that the complete solution for waves of free period

can now be written :

*- - Ê T^r {cos <* - m +2) at isin * ( FTi - f )
'~   sin y-   =

k + 1 I
+ cos (* — m + 1) ^ —j sm ^ L

y, = tvr.
7—1

In the case of a uniform wire the periods and the wave-lengths of the simple

harmonic components r¡¡ , n2, ■ ■■ , r¡r, ■ ■ ■ have in general a harmonic relation.

The introduction of the reactance points Lx, L2, • • • disturbs this relation in con-

sequence of a displacement in the values of the normal periods and of the normal

damping constant. It is evident from, purely physical considerations that since

the introduction of the reactance points increases, in general, the inductance per

unit length, the periods will be lengthened.

a.   Waves of normal period.

According to equation (7), § I the wave-lengths of free oscillations on a uni-

form loop are as follows :

21    21    21 21 21 21 21

1 '  2 '  3 '     , ' k + 1 ' k + 2 '       ' 2 (k + 1) ' 2 (k + 3) '

21 21

"'" ' s(k + l)' «(* + l)+ T' "' •

Divide this series into groups of (k + 1) members each. Consider now the

last member of each group; call it the terminal member. The wave-lengths of

the terminal members are
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2/ 21 21

(F+T) ' 2 (k + 1) ' " ' ' s (k 4 1)

These terminal members will appear with normal periods among the free oscilla-

tions on the periodically loaded loop. To show this consider the components of

ym of type V„a+\) where s may be any integer between 1 and oo . Since in the

case of these components i/r = sir, the period equation becomes :

A pi 0 pi „
- sin ,-7 4- 2 cos =,-¡r = 2 cos stt .
p.       i+1 ¿4-1

This equation will be satisfied by putting

(k 4 1)S7T
p--— .

The free periods of components of type nA+ 0 are now easily obtained :

*rn^_    i?n * (¿ 4-1)Wv-L C 4 vß C = — p-- = —-j2-.

Therefore

E.   ■ Ix (k + 1)2sV    R2 .    R-
\12L±l«JlC ? U72~ ~2L±%P-

From the expression for y   we deduce :

.     (k + 1)S7T|
Vm. + 11 — -"«(t+i) Sln ¿ '

where

bam¡ = B'¿»+i>e 2L cos 0/ -e.) '

The wave-length of this component is 2l/s(k -f- 1).

The wave-lengths of the component of type Vm^+d are

21 21 21 21

HI' 2(/fc 4 1) ' S(¿ + 1) '       's(Hl)'

From the wave-lengths and their corresponding periods we see that the oscil-

lations of the type Vaí-d are identical with the terminal members of the groups

into which the free oscillations on a uniform loop were divided above. The

physical reason why these periods have not been disturbed by the introduction

of reactance points is easily seen ; it is because they have their nodes at the

reactance points. The other k members'of each group have been disturbed by

the presence of the reactance points. The character of this disturbance will

now be discussed.
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6.   llaves of displaced period.

From the expression for ym we deduce, by putting £ = 0 ,

= £

?'7T /

Jt(. cos (k — m + 2),      1 sin /u.
To + 1

k + 1

First,  consider the wave-lengths of these oscillations of type f

with the fundamental :

Begin

»i», i ~■

-¡4, cos (7o — m + 2)
i + 1

sin p,¡
I

k + 1

sin j      .,
7c + l

As m increases from 1 to 7; + 2 the angle (/; — m + 2)tr/(k + 1) diminishes

from 7T to 0 . In Fig. 4, the line LXLX represents the length of the loop, Lk+2

is the middle point of it.    Points 1, 2 , 3 , • • •, k + 2 mark the position of the

Fig. 4

reactance points. At these points measure off abscissae equal to £, , £2 , £3 , • • •.

The extremities of these abscissae will be on the harmonic curve I. This curve

represents the fundamental oscillation of displaced period. Its wave-length

is 21, the same as the wave-length of the fundamental oscillation before the in-

troduction of the reactance points.

The next component is

2tt I
A2 cos (7; m +

k + 1
sin p..

2k + l

k + 1

As m increases from 1 to k + 2 the angle (k — m + 2)27r/(k + 1) diminishes

from 27T to 0 . It will therefore have four maxima and four zero points on the

loop.    Its wave-length is I.   This component is represented by curve II in Fig. 4.
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Take now the last component but one of the first group of free oscillations of

displaced period.    It is

A tl „.       i'T . P..I
Ak cos (k — m 4- 2) ¿737J sin ]7\_ ']_

.      kw
sin

k +1

As m increases from 1 to k 4 2 , the angle (k — m 4 2)kir¡(k 4- 1) diminishes

from kir to 0 . This component has therefore 2k maxima and 2k zero points on

the loop. Its average wave-length is 2ljk. The last component of this group

is the same as the lowest oscillation of normal period, that is, r)k+x.

The components of the first group have therefore the same average wave-lengths

as the components of the first group of free oscillations on the loop before the

introduction of the reactance points.

It can now be easily shown that this is true for the components of all the other

groups and attention should be called here to the fact that the wave-lengths of

the free oscillations of displaced periods can be considerably smaller than the

distance between two consecutive reactance points. The introduction of the re-

actance points changes, therefore, neither the number of free oscillations nor

their average wave-length. Their periods, however, and their damping con-

stants will be changed as will be shown presently.

c. Displacement of periods.

The periods and damping constants of the oscillations of displaced periods

are determined from the period equation :

.    v-l
A sin ,      i 7

4 2 cos j—~  = 2 cos y

The unknown quantity v , contained in hr and p,r, is, of course, a complex

quantity, that is, we can write

vr = nr 4- ipr.

I am not as yet quite ready to discuss fully the general properties of the roots

of the period equation. Besides, such a discussion would go considerably beyond

the limits of this paper, the principal object of which is to determine the condi-

tions under which the non-uniform conductor of Fig. 3 is equivalent to a uni-

form loop. I shall limit myself, therefore, to a brief statement of those proper-

ties, only, of this equation which bear directly npon these conditions.

First, since

r-TT \2s(k 4 1) ± rl-TT
cos kr+î- cos-F+Î-'
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it follows that the periods and the damping constants of the wave-lengths

21 21 21 21

r ' 2(7- + 1) ± r ' 4(¿ + 1) ± ?•'        ' 2s(k + 1) ±r '

are determined from one and the same angle yjr = rirfk + 1). This relation

between these wave-lengths is illustrated graphically in Fig. 5. The horizontal

top bar marked 1,2, ■ ■-, k + 1, • • •, 2k + 1, 2k + 2, 2k + 8 , • • • contains

a numerical record of all the possible wave-lengths

21    21

1 '   2 '

21'' I+T 21
' 27; +1'

21 2/

' ' 2k + 2 ' 21+ 3 '

The first vertical column marked 0, 1, 2, 3,  ■ ■ ■, k + 1, ■ ■ ■ contains the

record of all possible values of r.    The meaning of the black dots is now easily

Fig. 5

explained.    Take for instance the  row of black dots in the horizontal bar 3.

These dots  are in the columns   3 , 27- — 1, 2k + 5 , 4k + 1 , Ik + 7 ,

This means that if, in the period equation :

h   .       id p,l rir
sin ,-, + 2 cos f—    ., = Z cos ,     -=• ,

p,        k+1^ k + 1 k + 1 '

we put -r = 3 , then the roots of the equation will give us the periods  and  the

damping constants for the wave-lengths

21 21 21

3  '   2k - 1 '   27- + 5 '

For this reason these may be called the concomitant wave-lengths. An inspec-

tion of this table shows that the concomitant wave-lengths are symmetrically ar-

ranged with respect to the wave-lengths of normal periods
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21 21 21

F+Î'   2(¿ + l)'   4(k 4 1)'   ""

Of a given series of concomitant wave-lengths there is one in each of the groups

mentioned above. The first one of these groups contains the longest wave-

lengths ; it may be called the fundamental group. The wave-lengths of this

group together with their concomitant wave-lengths give all the possible wave-

lengths. If, in the period equation, the values 0,1, 2 , • • •, k + 1 are succes-

sively given to r, the roots of the resulting k 4 2 equations will give the periods

and damping constants not only for the wave-lengths of the fundamental group

but also their concomitants, that is, for all the wave-lengths.

It should be observed that the more nearly cos rir/(k 4 1) approaches the values

4 1 or — 1 , the more closely will the concomitant wave-lengths approach the

wave-lengths of normal period around which they are symmetrically grouped,

and therefore, the more closely will their periods approach the period of the

central wave-length.    For instance, the wave-lengths

21 21 21 21

W+ 1 ' 2T4-~3 ' ÏF+1 ' 4F+~5

are concomitants of the wave-lengths 21/1. Their periods are obtained from

the period equation by putting r = 1 . This makes cos nr/(& 4 1) approach the

value 4 1 and therefore, the periods of wave-lengths

21 21 21 21

2k 4 1 21+ 3 ' 4F+3 4¿475

will approach the periods of the wave-lengths

21 21

2(k 4 1) ' \(k 4 1) '

which have been calculated above.    When, therefore, k is large, the roots of the

period equation :

h fd pi rir
sin ,-5 4 2 cos -.-T = 2 cos T—T ,

p.        HI k 4-1 /•' + 1

come out in pairs of nearly equal magnitude for all values of r which are small

in comparison to k. This peculiar property of the roots of the period equa-

tion suggests a striking resemblance between the oscillations of a periodically

loaded conductor and the luminous vibrations of an incandescent gaseous sub-

stance which, in my opinion, deserves serious attention. I expect to discuss

this matter more fully on some future occasion.
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d. Equivalence of a non-uniform conductor of the second type to its corres-

ponding uniform conductor.

Suppose that we now increase the number of reactance points without in-

creasing the total reactance and resistance introduced into the line.    In the ex-

pression :

put

then

h = C(v-P + vR),

IX' IR'

P = k + V    R = k+l'>

As the number of reactance points is increased, X' and R' are to be kept con-

stant ; hence p and R must vary inversely as 7; + 1 . When k becomes infinite,

all the wave-lengths different from zero will be in the first group of Fig. 5 be-

tween the columns 1 and 7; + 1. The other columns of this table lose their

physical meaning. To show what becomes of the period equation when k ap-

proaches the limit oo , write the period equation in the following form :

I      ,,   .      pl
h sin •

k + 1 k + 1 . Ifi ,   ,2|    »T
— 4 sin- A . -    _, = — 4 sin"A ,      _, .

p 2 7; + 1 27- + l

Since wave-lengths different from zero are to be considered, only finite values

of r need be considered.    Hence when k = oo the period equation becomes :

or

or

of

P(h' - p?)= -rV,

rV
C {v2X' + vR' + v2L + vR) o. - -j-,

C{v\X' + L) + v(R' + R)} = - r'J.

This equation is, as it ought to be, the period equation of a uniform conductor

inductance X' + L, resistance R' + R, and capacity C per unit length,

.lis conductor is the so-called corresponding uniform conductor of the periodic-

ly loaded loop.

When /; is large but not infinite the same relation will exist approximately,

id it is proposed to ascertain now the degree of this approximation.

We have seen that l/i/fle + 1) varies with r as follows :

Ip*
-—    = S7T,    where    r = s(k + 1) ,
te + 1
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s being any integer from 0 to co.    Thus when

rir
T~r -i is 0 , 7T ,  2ir , Sir , 4ir ,  ■ ■ ■,

pi
j      1    will be    0, ir, 2ir, Sir, air,   ■■■.
I: 4 -1

Since pl¡(k 4- 1) varies continuously with r it follows that when rir,(k 4- 1) is

small, pl¡(k 4- 1) will also be small since both vanish simultaneously. It is well

to introduce here the physical meaning of rj(k 4 1). Let X be the wave-length

of the wave for which t¡r = rir¡2(k 4 1) ; then X. = 21 r, and therefore

rir 2ir      I ah
F+i = x; k 4 1 =     X. '

where lx is the distance between two consecutive coils. Let 2ir be the angular

distance of X( , and 6 the angular distance of lx corresponding to the period of

X ; then
I,        6
_1       _ _r_

\ ~ 2ir '
Therefore

7 -4    —   is     •

/•• 4 1

Since for small values of 2ir!(li 4 1) the angle pl/(k 4 1) is nearly equal to

rir/(k 4 1) it follows that within these limits pl¡(k + 1) is approximately equal

to the angle 6r. It follows therefore that wave-lengths for which 6 is suf-

ficiently small, the period equation :

I       A'   .       pi               .           In . rir
i-? — sin =-..— 4 sir A 5-T = — 4 sin¿ i- ,---   , ,
k + 1   p        k+1 2 k + 1 4 + 1'

can be written :

(a^i)a'-(/.-|i)^=-(//7i) '
or

C{v2(X' + !) + v{lV + R)} - - (z^jfi

that is, the periodically loaded conductor has approximately the same period,

damping constant, and, of course, the same wave-length as its corresponding

uniform conductor. The degree of approximation is of the same order as the

degree of approximation between one half of the angular distance separating two

consecutive coils and the sine of that distance.
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It should be observed that if thé whole loop is divided into a number of equal

parts and the consecutive parts are connected to each other by mutual induction,

then the non-uniform conductor thus obtained will act in the same way as the

non-uniform conductor of Fig. 3 of this section. Another arrangement which is

equivalent to the two arrangements so far described is obtained by placing

bridges at periodic intervals of the uniform loop, each bridge consisting of a coil

of proper resistance and inductance, and the distance between the bridges being

adjusted in accordance with the general rule formulated here. The mathematical

analysis of these two arrangements does not differ essentially from the one given

here and can be easily worked out.

A rule governing the degree of approximation between a non-uniform conduc-

tor and its corresponding uniform conductor has thus been established, and it

has been proved that the same rule is applicable to both types of non-uniform

conductors and also to both forced and free oscillations. The principal object

of this investigation has, therefore, been accomplished.

Columbia University.


